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I 
am a geek. I am married to a geek and am raising two 
geeklings. For me the label of geek is not a bad thing, 
in fact, I embrace it as someone who loves the mystery 
and magic that is technology.

I am also blessed that I am a “geek that can speak,” in the 
words of my boss. I have the ability to translate the strange 
and wonderful language of technology for those who do not 
speak the words of SSL, SMB and network segmentations. It 
is this ability that has allowed me to translate the world of IT 
into an assessment of risk.

Healthcare is filled with risks—Atul Gwande, a widely 
known expert on optimizing modern healthcare systems, 
noted that the average patient required 178 individual 
actions per day during their stay in the hospital, and 
internal auditors are tasked with understanding each one 
of those steps and beyond.

The healthcare internal auditor must understand the coding, 
billing, inventory, financial and privacy risks that surround 
those original steps. They must know the risks inherent 
in meeting the requirements of Meaningful Use, Health 
Information Exchanges, ICD-10 and the big data dreams of 
Accountable Care Organizations.

And then IT HAPPENS.

IT has turned the healthcare industry from one of paper 
charts and office billing to the centralized chaos of 
the Electronic Medical Record. The EMR has taken the 
function of internal audit solidly into the world of IT 
auditing.

It does not matter if you are an operational, financial or IT 
auditor. To effectively audit in healthcare, you must under-
stand the technology of your company and the industry.

Knowing the CPT coding process or the complexities of 
shift diffs and preceptor pay is not enough. The healthcare 
internal auditor must understand every TLA (three-letter 
acronym) that arises in the discussion with mangers, 
directors and third-party vendors. The words authentication 
and encryption have become a part of our vocabulary and 
access reviews a standard step. The EMR has taken internal 
auditing into deep IT.

For the healthcare IT internal auditor, this means learning 
not only the technological processes where data is created, 
transmitted or maintained in the organization, but also 
what mobile devices are in use, what data is sent outside the 
organization and what cloud services are in use. There is a 
sharp learning curve and often few resources available.

A good laugh
As I said, I am a geek, and as such, I can admit that not all IT 
shops are filled with technical staff reaching out to guide the 
internal auditor through the process.

As an IT director, I remember my operations team laughing 
about a newbie auditor who came in to do a simple test 
to see if the admin passwords had been changed from the 
well-publicized defaults available on the Internet. The young 
auditor was led to the console to watch the sysadmin log 
into the system. The sysadmin went through the process of 
demonstrating that the default root and admin passwords 
failed to allow access.
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The sysadmin smirked slightly as he “switched” the console 
to another server and showed another unsuccessful login. 
The audit step complete, the auditor left the server room 
with the checkboxes on the program noting compliance. 
Once he had cleared the room, the operations team laughed 
until they cried.

In just a few moments, the young auditor had lost credibility 
when he failed to see that the sysadmin did not perform the 
test on the various operating systems as required, but only 
on the one server he was sure would pass the test.

Not all IT shops are like that, but too many times, IT auditors 
must prove that they have the technical skills to review IT 
processes and make recommendations.

She who laughs last…
My moment came when I was given the task of auditing the 
security of an application that was used to route confidential 
information both internal and external to the company. 
The technology group responsible for the system had 
never been audited, and they met my review with open 
skepticism.

The CIO was certain I would come in, ask a few useless 
questions, and then note only that the service level 
agreement was not up to date or vendor invoices were not 
adequately reviewed.

He was so certain that I did not need to be taken seriously 
that he came to the closing conference with only a can of 
soda in one hand and a pack of crackers in the other. He took 
a seat at the end of the table and leaned back in his chair to 
enjoy his afternoon snack.

As I began to go over the weaknesses in the system, he 
rolled his eyes and placed his feet up on the chair next to 
him, making it clear that he believed this was a waste of his 
time.

As he crunched on his crackers, I told him about the 
authentication risks. He looked bored when I went into my 
concerns about the use of generic users. He patronizingly 
assured me that all of the generic users were completely 
secure and posed no risk to the system.

Newsfeeds and Blogs

 • Securosis – Information security and emerging 
technology news

 • HITECH Answers – Meaningful Use and its 
challenges

 • HMT – Health Management Technology – Breach 
mechanisms and regulations

 • TechWatch – General technology news

Website and online guides

 • Association of Healthcare Internal Auditors 
www.AHIA.org – Healthcare auditing tips and 
techniques

 • CERT www.cert.org – Guides, software maturity 
and security information

 • SANS Institute www.sans.org/critical-security-
controls/ – Twenty critical controls for effective 
cyber defense and training

 • Federal Information Security Management Act 
(FISMA) library http://csrc.nist.gov/sec-cert/ca-
library.html - Guides, audit programs

 • AuditNet® www.auditnet.org – Audit guides and 
programs

 • ISACA www.isaca.org – IT auditing techniques and 
training

 • The Institute of Internal Auditors www.theiia.org – 
Internal Auditing information, guides and training

 • U.S. General Accountability Office (GAO) www.gao.
gov/special.pubs/cit.html

 • The Information Systems Security Association 
(ISSA) www.issa.org/

Never fake your IT knowledge because your credentials will be tested.
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He bit into another cracker and gestured for me to move 
on to the next issue. I admit, it was satisfying to see him spit 
cracker crumbs across the table as I handed him screen print 
after screen print documenting how I was able to access the 
system using his “secure” generic users. In that moment I 
proved that auditors can be technical and need to be taken 
seriously.

I am not suggesting you hack into a system to get 
management’s attention, but there are times when IT 
happens ….

Learn to walk the talk
To be taken seriously in the world of IT auditing, you too 
must learn to be a “geek that can speak.” You must take the 
time to learn how to translate the world of IT risk into one 
clinical managers can understand. Understand healthcare 
and the impact of industry changes to your organization, 
and remember to never fake your IT knowledge because 
your credentials will be tested.

Read newsfeeds daily and bookmark reputable sources of 
information. Some of these are noted in the sidebar.

Over the next few columns, we will be discussing the Art of 
Data Governance, Cloud Contract Controls, Business Associate 
Due Diligence and Medical Device Auditing, so that you will 
be ready when IT Happens. NP

Mary M. A. Potter, CISA, CRISC, is the 
Chief Information Security Officer for 
Carilion Clinic in Roanoke, Va. She 
works closely with the internal audit 
and compliance professionals to teach 
them the “magic” of information secu-
rity protections. She has over 20 years’ 
experience in IT. She welcomes commu-
nicating with those who seek to learn 
the language and ways of IT. Mary can 
be reached at MMPotter@carilionclinic.
org or (540) 224-5759.
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